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Answer any three of the following question in about 200 words each.
a. Do you feel that the ending of the story 'Death of a clerk 'is proper? If
not what sort of end you would consider proper?
b. What is the qualrty required if one wants to write about bores?
c. How does Vivekanand prove that spiritual ideas are not dying out, rather
they have just begun to grow?
d. What does information technology deal with?
e. What do you understand by quality of life?
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Write an essay on anyone of the following: a. Women and development.
b. Information Technology.
c. Globalization.
d. Management of Change.

3. Write a precis of the following

Unit-I[
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title for it. The
quality of development planning & its implementation depend on an adequate
database and effrcient information system. Women have suffered in this respect
became of a number of factors. Census methodology has failed to record much
of women's work that goes into the house hold economy. Under-reporting of
women's work in the census & other Surveys. Causes difficulty in making crosscultural, inter-regional, strata-wise, & urban-rural comparison within the country
Another difficulty has been regarding the category of head of the house hotd in
the census. Even when a woman in responsible for running the house hold &
taking decision it may not allow her being recorded as head of the house hold.
t0
4. a. Read the following passage carefully & answer the question given below: Despite India's traditional commitment to decentralization of power &
despite the commitment of our freedom fighters, including mahatma Gandhi to
this ideal, the formers of the India- Constitution did practically nothing to repassage and suggest a suitable
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establish panchayats in independent India. The idea that Village-Panchayat could

play an important role

in

social transformation

&

implementation of

development programmes could not, however, be so easily ignored Gandhiji's
ideal of gram swaraj was there to help visionaries is Indian politics to implement
the system of community development. Under this system each state was divided

into a number of blocks, the panchayat raj institutions. Were conceived as local
bodies meant to ensure people's participation in development programmes. This
system however did not produce the desired results.
a. What did Indian Formers did to re-establish panchayats in Independent India?
b. What idea can't be ignored so easily?
C. Under which system state was divided into blocks?
d. What does panchayati-raj ensured?
e. Does this system produced the desired results?
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b. Give antonyms of the following words (any
a. Precious b. timid c. ancient d. just. e. last f. Wild g. Guilty
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Supply if or unless in the following sentences.
a. He would not speak
he comes to India.
b. I'll go to the door
I hear the bell.
c
you ring the bell the servant won't come.
d.
she wrote to me, I should write to him.
e. She would not have waited_______________Jou had been late.
Supply prepositions to the following
a. She went
the lift.
b. I will meet
the ticket office.
c. She must wait
the bus stop.
d. The conductor asked
our fares.
e. We met
the rail way station.
Put the following sentence into the active form.
a. The lion was caught in a trap.
b. Another, chance was given him by his employer.
c. He was known to be a king-hearted person
d. The light was switched off.
e. Our action was justified by the facts.
She was dismissed from service.
g. I was struck by her hurrid look.
Match the words in column A with their meaning in column B:-
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Hindi

down

sentence.

5
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Infinite
Viable
Primitive

B
Uncultured
innumerable
that can be done

Collapse

Characteristics

Attributes

fall down.

Select the correct word to fill in the blank:5
a. Yes, it is
sure enough. (he, him).
b. It was
I was talking about. (he, him)
c. Uncle Mohan took karan and
to the circus. (I, me).
d. You and
make a good partnership. (he, him)
e. My daughter
are going on holiday together. (She, her)
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